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lt is show'l that th£'T£' is a e/os£' TC'/atioTl bC"lU'(,(,'1the' t~sua/ (,TlC'Tgy-aO(,T.

aged seaUni'lg amplitud£' IOT e/ast;e Tluc/C'a, collisions and the EUc!ú/e'an £'x-

parJsiorJ o{ the' nOT1.T£,/atÍf'istic sea/tn;'Jg amp/itude', 'fhis ('xpansion is thf" nOT1.

T('/atif1istic ana/ogue o{ thf" cross('d.cha'Ulf"/ R<'ggf" aua/ysis used in T('/atir/Ístic

paTtie/£' physicso

.
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RESUMEN

Se muestra que hay una relación íntima entre la amplitud dI' dispersió'l, pro-

mediada sobre la energía en los métodos habituales. para colisiones elásticas 11U"

ckares y el desarrollo euclidiano de la amplitud de dispersión. Este desarrollo

es la analogía no-re/aliuista del análisis tipo Reggl' en canales cruzados, el cual

se emplea l'tl la física relativista de partículas elemoltaJes.

INTRODUCTION

l. Since Feshbach, Porter and Weisskopf'sl classical work, en ever in-

creasing interest has been devoted ta the onalysis of the averaged scottering

amplitude in low-energy nuclear physics. In such On anolysis, the cross sections

obtoined from experimental data token with poor resolution in energy or the energy.

averaged cross sections corres pond to the scattering of a wave packet sharply de-

fined in time. This cross section is described by an optical potential determined

as some kind of average over the nuc leons of the target, s ince the sharp packet

stays a very short time near the nucleus2• For better resolution in energy the so-

called intermediate structure does appear and we may soy that we are seeing the

structure produced by scattering processes with a longer time delay. This

structure has been explained in terms of the so-.called doorway states3• In a

simple model4
, the intermediate structure can be identified with the coherent exci-

tation of nucleon-hole pairs in the target. For an even better energy resolution a

finer structure appears. This fine structure may be due to mexe complicated

processes with longer time delays. In the limit of very good resolution one will

hove the very narrow compound-nucleus resonances, corresponding to very long

time delays.

2. A natural frame for the discussian of the averaged scattering amplitude

has been given in a previous popers; this frome is the Eucl¡dean representation of

the nan-relativistic scottering amplitude, written os an expansion ayer the parame4

ter [1 characterising the exchanged objects. Each term in the expansian tronsforms
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irreducibly under the Galilei group.

For non-forward scattering the little group is E(2) and therefore one may

consider the exchange of E(2) poles. Such poles are labeled by the number v

which is the non-relotivistic anologue of the porometer a which labels the 0(2,1)

poles in the Regge-Joos representation6
• For forword scottering the little group

is E(3), ond one may exchange E(3) poles, labeled by a poro meter /l which corre-

sponds to the (1 01 Tolle,' lobeling Ihe 0(3,1) Lo,entz poles.

The purpose of this note is to show thot the anolysis of the non-relativistic

amplitude by taking finer and finer averages is equivalent to taking into occount

singulorities in the /l and v planes which ore forther ond forther oway from the

origino Such a feoture suggests o porometrization of the gross averoged amplitude

by one or a few effective singularities neor the origin of the 11 and v planes. This

¡:xJrametrization, which is the non-relativistic onologue of the Regge-pole anoly-

sis used with success in high-energy particle physics, might be a more convenient

description thon the usual optical-model anolysis of the overaged amplitude.

3. Let uS conS ider the forword scottering of spinless particles. For

forword scottering t~e little group is E(3), which is the non-relotivistic limit of

the homogeneous Lorentz group. The generators of E(3) ore

l._o = - i(k _0_ - k
jJ

_U_)
- a ukjJ uka

1 ,_<J __ = le
'(lO = , '"el k 11

a

a,{3 = 1,2,3

(1 )

(2)

There ore two invariant operators,

1;'+/;'+1;'
1 , ,

- 'J'k
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ond

(4)

but (4) vanishes identieally fer forward scattering of spinless FXJrticles.

A complete set of labels fer the vectors of on irreducible representation of

E(3) is provided by the eigenvoJues of 1.2 and L •
12

The simultoneous eigenfunctions of (3), 1.2 ond L will be denoted byl'
/ I (k) o, / I (k, O, ,').IJ- m j1. m y

{(;' + 1;' + 1;')/
t 2 3 JJ-lm

(5)

,
L / I¡;.m 1(I+l)/¡;.lm' /=0,1,2,,,.

m/ l' 1n= -1, ... , +/¡;. m

(6)

(7)

In the case we ore cans idering, the expans ion of the scattering amplitude

in terms of such eigenfunctions gives us

A (k)
~ ,

,lO + f l' 0(1')o
s in Ilk dlJ
I,k

(8)

where ..\tk) is the scattering omplitude and k is the wove number. The tcrm '\0

gives the contribution of the discrete representation of E(3) ond moy be included

fcrmolly in the integral if we ollow 11 (/l) to be o distribution. Therefore we may

write
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hence

k A (k)

2 .'>0-1 kA(k)sinl,kdk
" o

(9)

(lO)

In order to take into account only a certo in region af the Ji plane we ¡ntroa

duce a symmetric cut~off function {(jI) and

1I

3(k)
1 00_1 /(1') cos kll dI'
" o

(11)

and recolling that A is a functi.on af e, we con define A(k) far negotive volues af

k os

A(k) _ A(- k)

Then the integra 15 can be extended to - no

k,\( 3, k)
+N1 3(k-,)A(rl, d,
- N

(12)

Therefore, the amplitude averaged with o weight function 3 with a width k o
corresponds to taking into account a region af the 11 plane up to a distonce of the

origín af the arder 1 /ko'
If we ore ¡nterest ed in the gross feotures of the scottering omplitude, as is

the case in the optieal.model onalysis, it is enough to consider the region af the Ji

plane near the origino
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4. Non-forword scottering. Let us consider now the non~forword elostic

scottering when momentum is exchonged. The relevont group is the little group

E(2), which leaves invariont the momentum transfer vector q.

The E(2) generators, which oct in a two-dimensionol plane perpendicular

to q, are

(13 )

L.'o (14)

The only invoriant operator is

where

(15)

1>= -1 ktan _,_
k
1

E(2)

A complete set of labels for the vectors of an irreducible representotion of

is provided by the eigenvalues of L •l'
The simultaneous eigenfunctions of (13) ond (15) are denoted* by

hvm(\ y k,)

.
The physical meaning af ,uand 11 has been discussed in ref. 5; these parameters con be

related to the time delay in the group velocity of cylindrical pockets 7.8.
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(e + el /' 1~2h
1 2 v"' v'"

L', mi',',m. m = O, ->- 1, .:!::. 2, ...
12 t''''

(16)

If we consider the scattering of spinless porticles, the expansion of the

amplitude in fhese eigenfunctions g;ves us

A (kJ.' '1)

(17)where '1 is ,he momen'um trons!er ond P = Jk2 t '1'
,L 4

is the wave number.

Agoin the term .tI) (q) is the contribution of the discrete representation ond

may be included formolly in the integrond if one ollows a(¡" q) to be o distri-

bUfion; we will then hove

A(k,L' '1)

a (", q)

(18)

(19)

As in the preceding cose, if ene is interested in those terms of the

scottering amplitude which hove o weak energy dependence, it is enough to toke

into account only the region of the l' plane neor the origino If we porametrize

such a region with one or o few effective singularities, the parometers will depend

on the momentum transfer q ond therefore one may study the motions of the singu.

larities in the 1 plane os functions of q.
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5. It has been shown in the previous paragraphs that the concept of Regge-

pole exchange, trojectories, etc., have o well-defined anologue in non.relotivistic

scattering and that this decomposition constitutes o naturol frome for the type of

analysis by finer and finer overaging used in nuclear physics. In particular, if

one is interested only in the rough features <;>fthe scattering .a,~plitude, it is

enough to cons ider the s ingularities in the region of the v plone near the origin,

and by parametrizing this region with one or a few effective poles or bronch points

one would hove o description of the averoged omplitude complementory to the opti-

cal model and perhaps more convenient in many coses. The opplicotion of this

type of parametrizotion to the onolysis of nucleon-nuc!eus collisions will be con.

s idered e Isewhere.

However, in order to say more obout the dynomical mechonism, it is neces-

sory to know the anolytical structure in o larger region of the 1/ plane. If, os seemS

to hoppen in the nuclear cose, the different dynamicol mechonisms hove different

chorocteristic times, this will show up os o clustering of the singuloriti.es in the /1

ond JI planes. Therefore the study of the onalyticol structure of the scatter;ng

amplitude as o function of /1 and vas well as the study of the restrictions thot more

or less detailed dynamical assumptions impose on such onolyticol structure seem

to be interesting problems worth exploring.

We would like to thank Dr. J. Flores and Dr. P. Mello forhelpfül discussions

ond remarks.
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